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Typhoon FGR.4 ZJ950/C wearing the markings of the RAF Mount Pleasant-based 1435Flt. photographed at 
RAF Coningsby on 21st October 2015 - the unit's markings include a Maltese Cross, having been formed on 
the island in 1941. (Photo: Rodney Prescott) 
 
UK MILITARY NEWS 

 
As noted in the Mildenhall movement section the second Boeing RC-135 Rivet Joint for 51 Squadron arrived at 
RAF Mildenhall on 3/9 from the United States. The aircraft wears the serial ZZ665 and used callsign "Same40" 

on it's delivery flight. It is not known how long the aircraft will stay at Mildenhall before deployment. Both 
aircraft will be based at Waddington once the work on the runway is completed. 

On 3/9 Typhoon FGR.4 ZK315 wearing the new 41Sqn 100th Anniversary scheme - which will be in 2016 
- was unveiled at Coningsby. The tail fin markings incorporate the double-armed cross, part of the town of St 
Omer, France's, coat of arms, the squadron's first base during World War I. The canards carry the squadron’s 
motto ‘Seek and Destroy’. Also along the aircraft’s rudder, a number of aircraft that have played a significant 
role in the history of the squadron are depicted, namely the Airco D.H.2, Hawker Fury, Supermarine Spitfire, 
Gloster Meteor, Jaguar, Tornado and the Typhoon. 

The RAF took delivery of its fourth A400M aircraft ZM405 on 10/9. ZM406-8 have been noted test flying in 
Spain. It was reported on 24/9 that one of the A400M aircraft (ZM402) will be deployed to Fort Bliss, Texas to 
participate in a “network integration evaluation exercise”, and will undertake work with the Stryker armoured 
combat vehicle, as well as other heavy military equipment. 

Another Chinook HC.6 (ZK560) was delivered via Liverpool docks on 25/6, subsequently arriving at 
Odiham on 29/9. This is the eleventh (out of fourteen) of the Chinook HC.6’s on order. Currently all Chinook 
HC.3 variants are at Vector Aerospace, Fleetlands, being upgraded to HC.5 standard. 
 
LOCAL MOVEMENTS / RESIDENTS NEWS 

 
BOULMER 202 Sqn A Flight ceased operations on 30/9 and the two based Sea King HAR.3s (XZ586 and 
XZ590) departed south to HMS Sultan using callsigns Rescue131 and Rescue132. The departure of the Sea 

King helicopters brings to an end a fifty-one year presence of Search and Rescue helicopters in 
Northumberland. ‘A’ Flight 202 Squadron was originally established in 1964 at the former RAF Acklington 
operating Westland Whirlwind helicopters. The Flight transferred to RAF Boulmer in 1975 and was re-
equipped in 1978 with the Sea King. All readers, I am sure will be united in paying tribute to all who have 
served with 22 and 202 Sqns and to wish good fortune for the future to squadron members and their families 
who are continuing their service with the RAF as well as those that are leaving. 
 
COUNTRY-WIDE MOVEMENTS/NEWS 

 
BRIZE NORTON Overseas military movements during September: 
 
03. + 158204/204 NP-3C  VX-20 Score88 
     departed on 16/9 
05.  253  CN.235-100MPA IRL252 
06. + 0454      C-295M CEF692 
07. ++2475     C-130M BRS5903 

10.  ZM405     Atlas C.1    RRR4511 
     delivery flight 
14. + KAF327     KC-130J KAF3200 
15. + 00-0180    C-17A 62AW RCH291/RCH173 
17.  168980    C-40A VR-56 CNV6162 


